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In turbulent diffusion flames chemical reaction and mixing occur simultaneously in
thin strained and distorted laminar mixing layers separating fuel from the oxidizer.

If the reaction can be modelled in terms of an irreversible reaction

F + n 02

--> Products

the relative importance of chemical production and transportation terms in the conservation equations

is measured by the

Damkohler number, or ratio of the character-

istic mixing time tm and the characteristic chemical time t c. A typical mixing time
is the inverse of the straining rate Y, while tc I is proportional
factor of the reaction times the

to the frequency

Arrhenius exponential exp (-E/RT) involving the

ratio of the activation energy of the reaction E to the thermal energy TR. Combustion reactions are exothermic and with

large values of the ratio E/RT, and, as a

result we find in the flow-field regions of low temperature, where the
number is very small and, therefore, the chemical

Damkohler

reaction is frozen. These regions

coexist wi~h regions of high temperature where because the reaction is so fast, one
of the reactants is depleted, so that either the

local concentration of the fuel or

of the oxidizer must be zero.

Thus in flows with combustion reactions we find regions in the flow field without fuel
separated from regions without oxidizer by thin diffusion flames, where the reaction~
take place by a process controlled by the rate of diffusion of the reactants towards
this surface. These equilibrium regions can be separated from regions of frozen
flows, where the reactants coexist, by thin premixed flames that move relative to
the unburned mixture leaving behind the reactant that was in excess. See Li~an and
Crespo (1976).

For very reactive mixtures the regions of frozen flow cover a small fraction of the
flowflelds. The diffusion flames are anchored at the injector rim and the chemical
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reaction

is almost everewhere diffusion controlled. However in many cases the flame

is blown completely off the flowfield or lifted from the rnjector
region of mixing without significant effects of the chemical
bounded from the

rim, so that a

reaction appears,

downstream region of diffusion controlled combustion by premixed

flames.

A criterium for the validity of the diffusion controlled assumption, and the conditions leading to local extinction due to flame strain can only be obtained from an
analysis of the structure of the thin reaction zones. See Li~an (1974) and Peters
(1980) and

Peters and Williams (1980). These analyses show that due to finite rate

effects the temperature in the reaction zone is lower than the asymptotic flame
temperature value associated with the diffusion controlled limit, and that it
decreases with decreasing values of the Damkohler number; then due to the large
sensitivity of the reaction rate with temperature no diffusion controlled combustion
is possible below an extinction value of the Damkohler number.

With the assumption of inifinite

reaction

rates and if the Lewis number of the

reacting species is unity, the passive scalar approach, see for example Bilger
(1976), can be used to reduce the problem of describing the reactions in turbulent
flows in unpremixed systems to a turbulent mixing problem;
case if the effects of density changes due to chemical
although they may be very important

in increasing

this being specially the

heat release are neglected,

the coherence of the large eddy

structures in turbulent combustion.

The purpose of the following is to illustrate the effect of the Lewis number of the
fuel in the structures of a strained laminar mixing layer between adjacent eddies
of fuel and oxidizer.

If a constant positive strain is maintained for some time,

the mixing layer will reach a steady state described by the following conservation
equations:
¥ Z Yoz + D YoZZ +

vB Yo YF e-Ta/T = 0

(I)

y Z YFZ + L-I D YFZZ + B Yo YF e-Ta/T = 0

(2)

y Z T Z + D TZZ -(Q/cp) B Yo YF e-Ta/T = 0

(3)

to be solved with the boundary conditions

Yo = YF -

Yo

=

Yo~

=

1 = T - To = 0

for

T -

0 for

YF

=

TO

=

Z -*-co

(4)

z +

(5)
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g~ving the mass fractlons Yo' YF of the oxidizer and fuel, and the temperature T, in
terms of the d~stance to the reference stagnation plane. We consider, for simplicity,
that the flow field is not modified due to
in the Z direction is (-yZ), where T

changes in density, so that the velocity

is the straining rate. We also consider the

diffuslvity of the oxidizer D to be constant and equal to the thermal diffusivity,
so that the Lewis number for the oxygen is taken equal to unity, which is not an
unreasonable assumption;

the Lewis number of the fuel

The reaction between fuel and oxidizer

is L different from unity.

is modelled by an Arrhenius reaction of

frequency factor B, activation temperature Ta:= E/R, mass stoichiometric coefficient
oxidlzer/fuel ~, and heat release Q per unit mass of fuel. The temperature of both
approaching streams is T.

This problem was analyzed for large values of the nondimensional activation energy
Ta/To,

in the particular case L=I by this author (1974), and the results were later

used by Williams (1975) to describe the structure of diffusion flamelets [n turbulent combustion. The analysis showed the existence of a premixed flame regime, in
addition to the diffusion controlled regime that appears for large values of the
Damkohler number B/y. Because in most applications the ratio Y

/v is small,
o~
typically 0.06, it turns out that extinction condition occur in the premixed flame
regime that we shall describe,

in the following, for L ~ I.

For large values of the nondimensiona] activation energy T /T the reaction in the
a o
premixed flame regime takes place only at a thin flame region Z = Zf to be determined as a function of B. The region Z < Zf, toward the fuel s~de, is a region of
near-equilibrium, Yo = 0, while the chemical reaction is frozen in the region
Z > Zf, where the fuel and oxidizer coexist. Thus fuel leaks through the reaction
zone toward the oxidizer side. The mass fraction of oxidizer on the near-equilibrium
side of the flame is small of order T /T for Y /v of order I but becomes negligible
o a
o a°
if Y /v <</.
o~
The mass fractions Yo and YF are then given in terms of X = Z /y/2D

Yo = 0, YF = I - A I (2 - erfc X /[-)
for

(6)

X < Xf = Zf /y--y
2/-2-D- , and
Yo = Yoo° [1 - erfc
erfc X
X'----~] '

for

by the relations

X > Xf

YF = A2 erfc X g~-

(7)
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The continuity of the fuel concentration at the flame implies that

A 2 erfc X LFL--= 1 - A I(2 - erfc X ~r~) = YFf

(8)

The mass consumption rate of oxidizer per unit flame surface is given by:
(pD Yz)zf = pD Yo= Y / ~

2

exp (-X~)
erfc Xf

(9)

Fuel and oxidizer are consumed at stoichiometrlc proportions at the flame, so that

exp{X~ (I - L)}
A1 - A2 = ~

(Yo~/v)

erfc" Xf

(I0)

and taking into account Eq (8) we obtain

2A I = I + /L-(Yo /v)

erfc(Xf
erfc Xf

exp {X~ ( L - l ) }

(11)

thus determining the concentration distributions in terms of the flame position Xf
that will be found below in terms of the Damkohler number from an analysis of the
reaction zone structure.

To calculate the temperature distributi'on we notice that Yo/V + CpT/Q behaves as an
inert species, so that

Cp(T-To)/Q + Yo/V = (Yooo/2v)(2-erfc X)

(12)

In particular, the flame temperature Tf is given by

Tf

1

T o = (Q Yo /VCp) (I - ~ erfc Xf)

(13)

Before giving the results of the analysis of the reaction zone structure, let us
indicate that the outer structure of the diffusion flame, in the dlffusion-contrell'ed
Burke-Schumann limiting case, B/T~÷~, is given by the above equations if we write
A 2 = O, to insure that no fuel leaks toward the oxidizer side of the reaction zone.
Then, the flame position is Xf = Xe, given by the relation
Yo~
--=

V

erfc X e exp {X~(I-L)}
,

~-(2-erfc

(14)

X 4)
e

and the flame temperature Tf = T e given by
Cp(Te - To)~/Q Yo~ = I - ~i erfc X e

(15)
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Only in the case L=I does the flame temperature in the diffusion controlled regime
coincide with the adiabatic flame temperature Tea , given by:

Cp(Tea - To)V/Q Yo= = (I + Yo /v) -I,

(16)

If Y /v is small the temperature gradient at the flame toward the fuel side is
o~
sm~ll compared with the gradient toward the oxidizer side..This simplifies the analysis of the reaction zone structure in the premlxed flame regime given by Lifi~n
(1974) which can be used without changes in this case to give the following relation

~

10---Y-~T-I<"
o~ a~

YFf [erfc Xf] 2 exp(2X2f - Ta/Tf) = I

(17)

between the Damkohler number and flame position.

In summary the system of algebraic equations (8), (11), (13) and (17) determines
in parammetric form, with the flame position Xf as parameter, the relation between
the flame temperature and the Damkohler number B/¥ involving

the straining rate;

this relation if, as it has been assumed, Ta/T ° is large rs multi-valued for values
of B/T >y(B/ )E an extinction value below which neither the premixed flame regime
nor the diffusion controlled regrme is possible.

The effect of the Lewis number on the relation between the flame temperature and
Damkohler number is shown in the figure for the promixed flame regime. The lower
branch of each curve corresponds to unstable solutions of the equations.

The multiplicity of solut|ons would not exist if time derivative terms representing
trans:ient
necessarily

effects were retained in Eqs. (I)-(3). The time derivatives must
be retained if the straining rate T changes with time; however a

coordinate transformation as the one used by Corcos (1980) can be used to transform
the problem to that of the unsteady unstrained mixing layer between two half-spaces
of fuel and oxidizer, with a slight modification of the reaction rate term. Then the
analysis by L[fian and Crespo (1976) can be used to describe the mixing layer
structure.
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